
HARDWARE SYSTEMS FOR WINDOWS AND DOORS

Scivola TreScivola Tre

Scivola T

Scivola T and Scivola Tre
Locks for sliding doors

The door closes, always!

Easy to install, wide tolerances 

between hook and striker allow 

perfect closure, in any case.

The do



Thanks to the special shape, the 

covering tray is simply and precisely 

positioned onto the milling.

The lock concept derives from 

SCIVOLA TT: the hook throws from 

the lock forend and rotate onto the 

striker plate when closing.
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Fast and accurate installation

... and precisely!

Scivola T and Scivola Tre transmit a pleasant sensation of smoothness 

by moving the handle and the key, thanks to a great precision in the 

mechanical coupling and the smooth internal kinematics.

The patented head of the hook 

distinguishes for being sharpened. 

It works as a jig,marking the centre 

of the milling on the jamb for the 

striker housing.

Closes, always...
The special movement of the hook and the considerable coupling tolerance 

with the stiker, make the door always close, even facing vertical settlements 

after the installation.

In less than 1 minute it is possible to 

mount the striker reaching a valuable 

aesthetic result.

The striker installation has never 

been so simple: it just takes a milling 

of ø 25 mm and a drill. Jigs are not 

required.

After the installation of the lock 

and the throw of the hook, by softly 

pushing the door against the jamb it 

is possible to centre the striker.

Scivola T and Scivola Tre  - Locks for sliding doors
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Scivola T is compatible with the Mediana and XT locks
The drill of Scivola T grants the complete interchangeability with Mediana and XT locks for swinging doors.

35-40-50

Scivola Tre: Three closures, just one drill

Perfect interchangeability among 

Scivola Tre due to the standardization 

of the drill. It allows to choose the 

type of closing just as installing it.

1,  2,  3... ... 35, 40, 50

Scivola T with 
Mediana forend 
and oval handles

Scivola T with 

Mediana forend

and round handlesMediana

and XT

Wide range of solutions thanks 

to the availability of three 

diff erent backsets: 35 mm and 

40 mm on demand and 50 mm.
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The elegance of made in Italy handles
Wide range of kits including Scivola locks with round, oval and the new square handles.

Scivola T and Scivola Tre  - Locks for sliding doors

Finishes for Scivola T and Scivola Tre

Knurled surface for a 

better grip on the wood 

(without plastic base 

plates).

Expanding spindle suitable for

doors 30 to 48 mm thick.

Easy and functional 

handgrip. 

Screw for mounting 

the patented 

expanding spindle.


